Celebrating Academic Excellence at Padua

- Semester Academic Excellence Awards have only 1 category and are awarded at the beginning of each semester, based on the previous semester.
- Yearly Academic Awards are given in 3 categories for Years 5-10 (Gold, Silver and Bronze) and as Top of Subject for Years 11 & 12. These awards are given at the Prize Giving Evening in Term 4. These are calculated on a cumulative result for the year to that point.
- The criteria for these two types of award are different.
Criteria for Semester Academic Excellence Award

- Years 5, 6 & 8 require at least 6 A grades out of a total of 9 subjects
- Years 7, 9 & 10 require at least 5 A grades out of a total of 8 subjects
- Years 11 and 12 require at least 4 A grades out of a total of 6 subjects
Year 6  (6 out of 9 in Year 5 in Semester 2, 2015)

- Alvin Alappatt
- Joe Cotgreave
- Paul Payton
Year 7  (6 out of 9 in Year 6 in Semester 2, 2015)

- Charles Bergman
- Anton BouJaoude
- Finn Cox
- Samuel de Waard
- Damon Evans
- Harry Jones
- Declan McGrath
- Harrison Mitic
- Luca Norman
- Joshua Pan
- Leo Rice
- Ethan Russell
- Michael Smith
- Matt Taylor
Year 8 (5 out of 8 in Year 7 in Semester 2, 2015)

- Jack Andrew
- Andrew Boatfield
- Samuel Buckland
- Zak Bultitude
- Louis Chinasing
- Joseph Downes
- Jack Duncan
- Fletcher Finney
- William Heald
- Campbell Jones
- William Jones
- Jack Mitchell
- Ethan Ney
- Liam O’Sullivan
- Ned Paddison
- Charlie Pearman
- Scott Pringle
- Hayden Stark
- Jack Stone
- Jack Thomas
- Joshua Toohey
- Nicholas Wilson
- Angus Wood
Year 9  (6 out of 9 in Year 8 in Semester 2, 2015)

- William Barker
- Oscar Bergman
- Marcus de Blonk Smith
- Joshua McBay
- Kai Skuce
- Daniel Terribile
Year 10 (5 out of 8 in Year 9 in Semester 2, 2015)

- Sambit Bhattacharya
- Christopher Clarke
- Joseph Cox
- Alex Downes
- Lachlan Gill
- Juan Joseph
- Ryan King
- Noah Magnus
- Matteo Marini
- Anthony Masel
- Rohan Moore
- Luka O’Brien
- Daniel Paddison
- Giuliano Pasqualini
- Flynn Pearman
- Max Spokes
- Noah Taylor
Year 11 (5 out of 8 in Year 10 in Semester 2, 2015)

- Ronan Brady
- Jake Brazel
- Thomas Cathcart
- Daniel Caulfield
- Emil Chandran
- Atley Clamant
- Dominic Cotter
- Darcy Creighton
- Alex Grohovaz
- Ryan Holding
- Patrick Hopsick
- Daniel Howard
- Nicholas Ilii
- Robert Kerruish
- Everton Khan
- William Leahy
- Alexander Lombardo
- Kyle McLennan
- Daniel Mirfin
- Joshua Morris
- Matheus Paim Cardoso
- Jordon Patti
- Jakob Pelusi
- Thomas Peut
- Harry Sweby
- Curtis Syrett
- Brian Tin
- Sebastian Waloszek
- Ashley Whyte
Year 12 (4 out of 6 in Year 11 in Semester 2, 2015)

- Charles de Blonk Smith
- Ethan Down
- Alexander Lloyd
- Sean Oudenryn
- Albert Shauryamackal